
Floor Cleaning Solutions

Better cleaning is in our nature

3
Day in, day out, our floor cleaning 
range does every job right first time
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Natural evolution for even brig
As a market leader in fl oor care, 3M is always striving to set new standards. This evolves from ongoing investment in new 
innovations and technologies, making 3M the natural choice for outstanding value and consistently high performance.

Back in the 1950’s 3M combined three of its strongest technologies - abrasives, adhesives and non-woven fi bres - and 
Scotch-BriteTM products were born. Today, 3M continues to develop its fl oor care range with the introduction of 
Scotch-BriteTM Plus and Scotch-BriteTM Double Action fl oor pads.

The 3M promise is TOTAL LOWER COSTS. The true cost of fl oor care is not how much you pay for the pads but what 
they do for you in terms of productivity gains through consistently high performance and lower operator stress.

Scotch-Brite™ Plus Floor Pads

Due to their new, thicker web construction, our Scotch-Brite Plus floor pads are heavier and flexible enough to conform 
better to floors, reducing vibration felt by the operator and improving cleaning results. In addition, they maintain 
consistent performance over more square meters of floor than ever before. They are machine washable, highly clog and 
tear resistant and give the same powerful cleaning performance throughout their lifetime yet last even longer than many 
competitive pads.

Scotch-Brite™ Green Pad
Medium aggression wet scrubbing pad, for efficient mark removal on heavily 
soiled floors. For use on standard speed machines, 150-250 RPM.

Scotch-Brite™ Floor Pad Range

Scotch-Brite™ Tan Pad
Polishing pad for regular dry buffing of soft finishes and some spray cleaning 
operations on lightly soiled floors. Recommended for use with standard speed 
machines, 150-250 RPM.

Scotch-Brite™ White Pad
Buffing pad for dry polishing of protected floors under high speed floor 
machines (150-600 RPM) to give a rich, deep shine.

Scotch-Brite™ Plus Red Pad
The most efficient pad for removing marks and buffing to a high gloss on protected floors. 
New improved construction cleans 10% more area and helps reduce HAV (Hand-arm 
vibration). Optimal use on high speed machines, 150-600 RPM.

Scotch-Brite™ Plus Blue Pad
A more open and resilient pad construction to reduce clogging, which extends 
the time before rinsing. Ideal for heavy duty cleaning as it also removes marks 
efficiently. New improved construction cleans 10% more area and helps reduce 
HAV (Hand-arm vibration). Optimal use on high speed machines, 150-600 RPM.

Sizes

 mm inches
 159-710 6-28

 mm inches
 159-710 6-28

 mm inches
 159-710 6-28

 mm inches
 280-530 11-21

 mm inches
 159-710 6-28
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ghter results
Scotch-Brite™ Brown Pad
Recommended for use in dry stripping operations on protected floors, and wet stripping 
operations with any conventional stripping solution.  For use with standard speed 
machines, 150-175 RPM. 

Scotch-Brite™ Black Pad
Aggressive stripping pad for wet stripping of floor finishes on hard floors.  For use with 
stripping solutions on standard speed rotary floor machines, 150-175 RPM.

As a specialist floor-cleaning supplier, our customers’ requirements are of the utmost importance. 

Recognising that our customers’ time is precious, 3M have invented a solution for saving time and space in small-medium 
areas. The latest creation in our specialist range, Scotch-Brite Double Action pads are a single structured pad with two 
different abrasive sides – 80% for the main cleaning/polishing operation and a 20% ‘erasing side’ to help remove stubborn 
marks. Switching from one pad surface to another has never been easier – no need to return to the storage area wasting 
time and money.

Scotch-Brite™ Double Action Red/Blue pad
Innovative new floor pad from 3M, ideal for small-medium hard floor areas 
and in uneven wear applications to improve productivity. Simply flip the pad 
for heavily soiled areas and revert to restore shine. Red side is 80% of a 
normal pad and blue side 20%.

Scotch-Brite™ Double Action Floor Pads

Scotch-Brite™ Double Action White/Red pad
Another pad in the Double Action family, the White/Red pad provides 
productivity gains in a polishing operation, especially in uneven wear 
applications. Clean stubborn marks away with the red side, then flip the pad 
and buff to a rich, deep shine. White side is 80% of a normal pad and red 
side 20%.

Sizes
 mm inches
 159-710 6-28

 mm inches
 159-710 6-28

Sizes
 mm inches
380, 406, 15 ,16,
432, 505 17, 20

 mm inches
 380, 406, 15 ,16,
432, 505 17, 20
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Scotch-Brite™ Black High Productivity Pad
Stripping pad originating from a technology developed by 3M. The high productivity 
black pad has a super open construction that aggressively removes excessive build-up 
on tough and ultra high speed burnished floor finishes, quickly and effectively. Optimal 
use at 150-175 RPM.

Scotch-Brite™ Orange & Green Pad
Specialist pad for routine wet cleaning of protected floors prior to a high speed buffing 
operation. Also for use in extra-high speed spray cleaning operations on protected 
floors. For use at machine speeds 500-1200 RPM.

Scotch-Brite™ Orange & White Pad
Ultra-high speed polishing pad for dry buffing of protected floors at machine speeds in 
the range 1200-3000 RPM. Also suitable for light spray cleaning operations.

Scotch-Brite™ Eraser Pad
Synthetic fibre pad for ultra high speed operation 1200-3000 RPM. Excellent for 
efficient black mark removal. Use on protected floors.

Scotch-Brite™ Brush’n’Mop
High quality synthetic fibre floor pad for routine cleaning of uneven floors, safety floors, 
altro and carpet spray cleaning. Use under standard or high speed floor machines 
150–500 RPM.

Scotch-Brite™ Bronze Pad
Crystallisation pad designed to produce a medium shine on marble or terrazzo floors 
when used with 3M Crystallisation marble chemical, under standard speed rotary floor 
machines 150-175 RPM.

Scotch-Brite™ Silver Pad
The silver pad creates a high shine when used after the bronze pad.  It is also ideal for 
routine maintenance. For use with standard speed rotary floor machines 150-175 RPM.

Scotch-Brite™ Specialist Range

Scotch-Brite™ Crystallisation Pads

Sizes
 mm inches
 330, 380 13, 15
 406,432 16, 17
 505 20

 mm inches
 355-505 14-20
 689 27

 mm inches
 406-505 16-20

 mm inches
 432 17
 480-689 19-27

 mm inches
 380, 432 15, 17

 mm inches
 380, 406, 15, 16,
 432, 505 17, 20

 mm inches
 380, 406, 15, 16,
 432, 505 17, 20
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3M™ Floor Maintenance Accessory Range

3M™ Sanding Screens
Screen-like disc coated with resin and silicon carbide minerals, machine speeds 150 
- 175 RPM. For refinishing and preparation of wooden floors prior to varnishing or other 
protection. From gentle to heavy restorative/finishing operation according to grit : 60, 
100, 150.

Sizes

 mm inches
 380, 406 15, 16,
 432 17

Scotch-Brite™ Carpet Pad
Synthetic fibre pad for use in carpet spray cleaning operations, with standard speed rotary 
floor machines (150-250 RPM). Also for use on single level looped or cut pile commercial 
grade carpeting.    

 mm inches
 380, 406 15, 16,
 432 17

Scotch-Brite™ Doodlebug Edge Cleaning System
For easy cleaning of difficult-to reach-areas such as edges, stairs, walls, areas under 
furniture.  

 mm inches 
 254 x 118 10 x 4.6

3M™ Floor Brushes
For cleaning uneven, rough and grouted floors. Usable on all popular cleaning machines 

with 175-350 RPM and on automatic cleaners. Simple attachment to all “Hedgehog” drive 

plates.

 mm inches
405, 432 16, 17

3M™ Floor Sweeper
Offers convenient cleaning in busy areas without disruption caused by vacuum cleaners. 
3M Sweeper is small, compact and features super-efficient rubber rotor blades that 
collects pieces of debris in either direction. Available small (4500) or large (6000).

   4500 
 mm   inches 
 240 x 37   9.5 x 14.6
  x 80     x 3

   6000 
 mm   inches 
 340 x 430   13.4 x 17
  x 100     x 4 
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Scotch-Brite™ Floor Pads Selection Guide

3
Building & Commercial Services
3M United Kingdom PLC

Customer Service Centre
Hudson Road, 
Bedford MK41 0HR
Tel: 01234 229496
Fax: 01234 229594
commcareuk@mmm.com
www.3m.com/uk/cleaning

3M Ireland

3M House, Adelphi Centre
Dun Laoghaire
Co. Dublin, Ireland
Tel: 00 353 1 2803555
Fax: 00 353 1 2803509
commcareuk@mmm.com
www.3m.com/uk/cleaning

Standard Speed 

      ➪ 250 rpm  

Application Speed

Stripping

Scrubbing
Unprotected floor

Protected floor

Spray Cleaning
Protected floor

Unprotected floor

Polishing

Crystallisation

Wood Refurbishment

Carpet Cleaning

Textured Uneven Floor 
Cleaning

Brown Black Hi-Pro

 Green

 Orange & Green

 Orange & Green  Eraser  Red Red/Blue

Blue

   Tan  White   White/Red Orange & White     Eraser

Bronze Silver

Sanding Screens

Brush’n Mop    Carpet Pad

Brush’n Mop    

        High Speed 

      ➪ 600 rpm  

Extra High Speed 

     ➪ 1200 rpm 

Ultra High Speed 

     ➪ 3000 rpm  

To ensure you use the correct pad for special fl oor types, please refer to fl oor manufacturer’s guidelines.

Orange & White     Eraser
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